
                   INDIAN SCHOOL SOHAR              Set-2 
FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT -1 

ENGLISH 
Class: VI                            Time – 40min. 
Date: 01/05/2014                                     _____ Marks-20___                
 

                                        SECTION A – COMPREHENSION  
 
I. Read the given passage and answer the questions below.                                 (1x5=5marks) 

      After four years of drought in small town in the Northeast, the priest gathered everyone 

together for a pilgrimage to the mountain, where they would pray together and ask for the rain 

to return. The priest noticed a boy in the group wearing a raincoat. “ Have you gone mad? he 

asked. “ It hasn’t rained in the region for five years, the heat will kill you climbing the 

mountain.” The boy replied, “ If we are going to ask for rain, can you imagine the way back 

from the mountain. It’s going to be such a downpour that I needed to be prepared.” At that 

moment a great crash was heard in the sky and the first drops began to fall. A boy’s faith was 

enough to bring about a miracle that not even those most prepared truly believe in.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

i) What did the priest gather everyone for? 

(a) a pilgrimage to the mountain   (b) the mountain climbing   

(c) visit to God                               (d) visit to hill station 

ii)  What did the priest say to the boy wearing a raincoat? 

 (a) You had a cold                          (b) have you gone mad 

 (c) you would climb the mountain (d) I would be ready for the downpour 

iii) What did the boy reply to the priest’s question? 

(a) I needed to be prepared for the downpour (b) it was cold 

(c) the heat would not kill me             (d) it didn’t rain 

iv) What do you think was the reason behind the coming of rain? 

(a) the priest’s faith                           (b) priest’s pilgrimage 

(c) boy’s health                                  (d) boy’s faith 
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 v)        Which of the following word from the passage means ‘wonder’ ? 

            (a) imagine     (b) miracle     (c)believe    (d)faith 

                                               SECTION –B (WRITING)                                  (1x5=5 marks) 
 
II  .Write a letter to your friend inviting him for your birthday party.    
 
                                                     SECTION-C (GRAMMAR) 
 
III  Form words of opposite meaning to those given below by adding  
       negative prefixes dis- un- , im-and in-.                                                         (1/2x4=2marks)                                                                                                       
 

a) Appear        --------------------- 
b) Friendly  --------------------- 
c) Complete      ---------------------.    

                  d )  Mature        ----------------------- 
 

  
  IV. The adjectives in the following sentences are given in the wrong position. Write the    
sentences correctly.                                                                                                (2x1=2marks) 
   

a) There are metal red four chairs in the kitchen. 
b) It is a wooden large study table 

         
. 

SECTION-D LITERATURE 
 

   V.  Read the given extract and answer the questions.  
                                                                                                                               (2x1=2Marks) 
         “ The best thing about being a famous actress, is that you die a lot” 
       

a) Name the poem and the poet? 
b) How did Betty pretend to be dead?                 

 
VI. Give the meaning of the following words and frame sentences of your own.        
                                                                                                                              (2x1=2marks)    

a) Streaming out                       b)  spitfire 
 

VII.  Answer the following questions                                                                   (2x1=2marks) 
a) Describe the appearance of Ariel? 
b) What was the sad truth which Maggie did not dare tell Tom straightaway? 

 
*******************           
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